Writing Support Available for the 2017 – 2018 Academic Year

Reminder: one-on-one writing support is available to you at no charge. Our experienced academic editor, Lynn Selhat, can help you to:

- **Structure the Paper:** creating a logical flow, organizing the introduction
- **Engage the Reader:** motivating your paper, positioning your work in the larger literature, identifying your contributions
- **Improve Your Writing Style:** cutting to be more succinct, tightening for better flow, editing for more active and clear language

Lynn is available to help you at any point in the process: outline phase, draft, or rewriting an existing paper. Please note that this is not a proofreading service; rather, it is an opportunity for faculty to develop their writing skills by working with a professional editor. Faculty have eight hours of one-on-one writing support for the academic year.

Contact Lynn to see how she might be able to help you.

- [selhat@wharton.upenn.edu](mailto:selhat@wharton.upenn.edu)